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Rat loses liquor insurance
Policies change

Poli-tics play a role
By
Brent Rossi
When students returned for the fall
semester this year, the changes at the oncampus pub. the Rathskeller, were noticable to all its patrons. No, it wasn't
remodelled during the summer. No, there
are no striptease acts. Yes, there is no
liquor.
The idea is beginning to circulate
around campus that the Rat lost its liquor
license. As Chris Harwood, Rathskeller
manager, explains, that is not the case.
"We didn't lose
our license. The The insurance
license isn't gone. industry hasn't
We've never had
been renewing
any problem with
state college
our license."
So what's the pubs.
problem?
.. It's the liquor liability insurance,"
says Chris. "The insurance industry
hasn't been renewing state college pubs."
-~-~~~-~~~~ni~ ar· affltid'of·"
lawsuits a~inh
.
. )~~: 11,~::~·
This, fear stems from what· is called a
Dram Shof2 Case, in which a licensed
tavern can be·held liable.as a third when a
patron leaves ~he establishment intoxicated and drives. If that person causes
injury or death to· another person, or if
t.hat person hits another car, the tavern
can be sued. The insurance companies
fear this happening, so they are not
renewing licenses of state college pubs.
This does not mean that the Rat won't
. serve liquor this year. Massachusetts
Congress has acted tQ help the college
pubs.
"Over the summer," says 'Chris, "the
State House and Senate passed the Joint
Underwriting Association Bill. This bill
establishes a committee made up of
members of the insurance and liquor
industries. This committee will set guide-

lines and insurance rates for the pubs. At
·this time, things are being held up by
bureaucratic red tape, but Chris expects
to be serving liquor again by the middle
of November.

·Acid rain must go
Bridgewater students kicked off an . ing communities over the next two
acid rain iniative campaign Thursday at months. Massachusetts law requires
Masspirg's general interest meeting. They 61,000 signers statewide for a referendum·
set high goais for a semester project to get question.
the Acid Rain Cap and Cut Bill on the
Bridgewater· students will begin this
1986 ballot and give the community the weekend on a community drive in local
opportunity· to vote on the question.
shopping centers. All next week the petiEnthusiasm was heightened by guest tioning campaign will be e.vid~nt at censpeaker Margie Alt, citizen organizer trally located tables around campus.
form Boston and BSC Pirg's first organPetitions will also be circulating for the
izer. .She spoke of the important legisla- Hazardous Waste Emergency Cleanup
tive battles students are continuing to Bill, a Consumer Utility Board, and
win.
Mail-in Voter Registration Reform.
Students around the state will begin
Judging from the high turnout at
collecting petition signatures this wee- Masspirg's .first meeting, the diverse
kend. The Bridgewater group, led by 'issues interest a large number of students ..
Martha Hoeh '87 and Scott Saganich '88~ There was- also enthusiasm shown for a
are aiming for 6000 signatures .to be col- coalition of Bridgewater Groups working
lected. both on campus an~ in surround- ~n a hunger awareness project, which was
kicked off at the meeting.

By
Susan Hayward
Bridgewater's Rathskeller this year
opened its doors to all students. The Rat

was not to be serving alcoholic beverages
and therefore age is not a prerequisite for
recreational use of the Rat.
Dr. Rick Veno, Student Union Director, regrets that no liquor can be served.
The old policies can not be reinstated any
earlier than late November. He stressed
the fact that the situation was not a result
of internal policy and had nothing to do
with the school's license.
Despite the drastic changes. Rat Man
ager Chris Harwood reports that the Rat
is still running at full capacity.
The bar is serving food as alway's and is
now offering a
wider variety1)f
Underclassnon- alcoholic
men have been
beverages, - i.~.
juices and mock
attending the
tails which are
Rat.
mixers
combined
with
soda or ginger-ale that sell for prices ~om
parable to akoho\\c beverage ~r\ces.
·
·
u - a e movies· an<f .videos. Chris.woµld like te
start a dart tournament in the Rat as well.
Chris explained· that the . Rat was
packed for the first of Club Soda, (Wednesday, September I Ith) .. The doors
opened at 8:30 and at 8: 15 he had a Waiting list of 80 people. He has noticed that.a
good deal of underclassmen have been
attending the Rat and hopes that more of
the upperclassmen will continue to come
as well.
Changes in the Rathskeller policies
once the serving of alcoholic beverages
has been reinstated will be minor. On
Mondays and Tuesdays the Rat is onl>
opened until 7:00 and Chris cautioned
that enterance to the bar will be watched
a little more closelybecauseofthechange
in the legal drinking age.

-----------------

SGA appointments
available
SGA President Denis Lawrence
announced this week that there a:re
twenty-two student positions n<?w
open for SGA appointment. The
Committees with vacancies are as
follows: Academic Policies (3), Student Affairs (6), Curriculum (3),
Athletic Fee (5), and the SGA Presidential Cabinet (5).
These positions are available to
any full time BSC · student, who
would like to take a more active role
in the administrative process. Lawrence told The Comment that as of
Friday,.· he had not received· any
applications.
The.· Acade~ic Policies, Student

Affairs, Curriculum, and' Athletic
Fee Committees are advisory COJUmittees to BSC President Rondilea u. These committees deal
directly with the issues their names
imply. Other membership
the
committees· include f acuity and
administrators.
The Presidential Cabinet is made
up of students who advise the SGA
President on matt~rs relating to the
SGA. The purpose of the cabinet is
to keep the President infarmed· of
the issues students· find. important,
to assist him in decisions, ·and. to
help him research problems and
their potential ·solutions.
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Hi! I'm Chris Howard, I would like to
take this opportunity to announce my
candidacy for Social Director. As Social
Director I will try to plan the activities
that you as a class want. I'll be grateful for
any suggestions, SiO feel free to let me
know what kinds of things you want to
see happen this ~~mester for the class of
1989!
Remember for a good time and great
year-

My name is Mike Romano and I
am presently running for the position of S~nator at Large. I am
involved with Bridgewater State
College activities and I realize that
some school policies need to be
reviewed, such as, the judicial policy. This is just ·one,,of many goals
that I wish to accomplish as Senator at Large. 1 would like to ask for
]ll)' follow .st ,
~ • ~t\pport.in this
··~,:1'~tt:P~\ti~rg;~~if'i
:6!~\,,,,,~%1:f~ :?;~. ·

Hi! .I'm Russell Sherman and I
am running for Senator at Large. I
am a Speech Communication
major in the class of 1988. I am a off
campus resident, so I know the concerns of both on campus and commuting students. I am not goint to
say we need radical changes
because I will only get opposition. I
would like some change though. I
am going to always be open to opinforis or sug·g·estions. I believe, .i:.:.;n;.,;t;;h;;.;is~-llll'l'l""ll'Jll,
•.mrw,M
;$1 M-t
'C3:MJ'tt'S'"'"~nd' . wfiat
they do. I belong to the F 6repsi~s&
Debate Club. •WB.IM; .arid am
involved in goings on around campus. I am only appalled with people
that rant and rave change and don't
vote, so make sure you vote.
Sincerely yours.
Russell Sherman

I am caking this opportunity to inform
you of my candidacy for the office of
Treasurer for the Class of 1989.
My previous involvement.in the area of
· Student Government has been serving
three vears as High School Class Representative. This played a major role in my
becoming involved with the school communitv.
l attented
au school
functions,
.
. • : ·'·;
··.'·. ·..
·.'.··.·:1
spoke at several events, and was a·vo\un~·
teer leader ar our school's open house
. , . · •.· 'S'incerety.
each year. It culminated my senior year
The Commen.t invites members of
'. Michael Romano
by being
electi:'d by
classmates
to the
.
.
the BSC community to use this space
office of Vice President.
·for a forum for their ideas, comments,
.The _Comment has .re.ceived letMy background in Student Govern:- and personal views. Letters should be
.ters from the' following people·
ment has been filled with fun and hard
typed and must be signed. AH sub.enrJorsing Michael Romano: 2nd
work, but, most of all. it's success has
missions must be ma.de before 2:00
Vice President Dan· Darcy, Assistbeen a. result of maturity along the way.
p.m. on Thursday
.
. ant Treasurer Heidi Berry, and
I feel that I have the good hands of a
·oo you enjoy writing·, ~eporting,' . form~r Student Trustee. }efatt
treasurer. I will make our.years togethet. reviewing
photography? If you ~o . Donoghue~
at Bridgewater profitable.
'\'and would like to join the staff orjust
If there are any questions, please feel
contribute, then' come.to a Comment
free to contact me!
meeting~ to find out how. Th.s ComSincerely~
ment holds meetirigs every Tuesday
.Susan E. Gentil~
at 11 :00 a.m. Get involved with your
newspaper.

~

my

or

m

nt

Edlior In Chief
Michelle Lombardo
I would· like to take this opportunity to announce.· my candidacy
for Vice President for the class of·
1989.
With political science my major,
you can understand my seriousness
in. the· campaign. I have helr,ed on
~any campaigns for other peopl~~
These campaigns range from city
wide elections, to the elections _c~f
Secretary of Sta:te: Michael J. ~on
nolly, and Speaker of the Hou.se of
Representatives:· George Keverian.
In the past four years I have held
offices in and out of high school.· A
few of these include:· Social Director for the Crimson Players; Yearb o o k S ta ff; and S e n i o r
Representative for the Northeast- ·
ern federation forTemple Youth.
I feel I have the quality ofa Vice
President, and am very anxious to
make our years togeth~r as a class

·special ones.

Managing Editor
Roger Spring
Living Editor
Sports Editor
Entertainment Editor
Graphic Arts Editor
Business Manager

Peggy Hayes
Tony Fagen
Nancy Roberson
Scott Esau
John Y,oung

Staff: Susan Hayward,. David Newell,.Donna Kirby,. Mark Avery,. Tina
Pecoraro,.Pam Hardy,.Scott Esau,.Doug Mann,.Keving Dwyer,.Amy Hi/I,..
,James Lampasona,.Gerard Holmes,.Sylvie Camacho,.Christine Howard, ..
Bob Hil,.Dan Grinnel/,.Lynda Falls,-David Fabian,.Brent Rossi,-Marcia
Bergeron,..Elizabeth Kelly,-.Mike Jankowski,-Mike Storey,.Doug Benson,..
Doug Mann,~ona McNamara,.Mike O'Connor,. Mark _Pimenta

a

If you have any questions about
me or my.campaign, plea~e feel free

to

conta~t ·me.

Appreciatively,
. ·B~th·Jean· ,Evans
Woodward _Mall·

The Comment is st-udent ~upported and operated weekly newspaper serving
the academic community of Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is determined by the Editor-in-Chief in Consultation with the Editorial Board.· Republication of all material herein is prohibited without the expressed written
permission of the Editor-in-Chief. All materials submitted become the property of
The Comment. Letters to t~e Editor are encouraged but may be limited -to 250
words or less and must be typed. Letters, classified advertisements and all other
written materials are .sub)eot to condensation. Advertising rates are available
upon request. Any person wishing to join The Comment should contact either the
Edite>r-in-Chief or the .~an.aging Editor. All correspondence should be addressed
to The Comm•rJt. Student Union Building, Bridgewat'efstate College, Bridgewater; MA02324. Telephone: (617)697-1200, ext~ 2158. ·
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Edltorlal

Will Jim Crow come
home?
While I was sitting in the office typing the other day, a young,
familiar looking man came wandering in the door. I looked at him
a moment, slightly startled. "Jim Crow," I gasped. ' Is that you? I
Thought you died in 1960 with the Civil rights act."
He laughed. ' Everyone here thought I died, but actually I just
moved to South Africa. Those people appreciate me. I got
rejuvenated."
''But why are back?" I asked, despite the rudeness of the
question.
"'The climate has improved. Just the other day I was listening to
the radio and I heard. Jerry 'from the mouth of god' Falwell call
that heathen, Bishop Tutu, a fraud, which I knew all along. Well,
me and Dread Scott, and my girlfriend, Ms. Plessy V. Furgerson,
got together and figured maybe things were starting to go our way
back here, and maybe· it's time to come home."
Parking at BSC in 1972
uHow do you think Louise Brown will take this?" I asked.
Can you tell the difference in the parking in 1985?
4'Things have changed alot since you left. Just this month in
Boston, Judge Garrity relinquished control of the city's schools.
Desegregation is working. The government doesn't like your type
anymore."
He laughed again, a sick scary laugh. "Louise Brown is ailing.
But no one noticed. Things changed for a while. But the the Klan is
growing, not only in the south but in the north as well. The
educational dropout rate fo.r. minorities is still higher than whites.
So is malnutrition, infant mortality, and unemployment. And have
you noticed the President's civil rights record recently?"
"·I didn't think he had a civil rights record."
"'Exactly my point. But I just came home to check out the
eiwespA@re: It looks. prqmising. We h;ave ~o:r:e pt:'esti~··~.. ~.a.w.u.+1.....,_.,.,__
backing'11Dlr~~r.t1ci.~ttbe\M;~a1,,~Maj~~;yr,~Q!~a~~··1Jia:~~1.rii:;1M~;;1;t~?:~1
Christian Identity. The KKK a~d the American Neo-Nazi Parly
was too extreme. -Maybe we all will come home:'' .
"All of you?"
"Why of course."
4

4

Commentary

PRI taken to task

Corr-ectio ns
~

We would like to apologize for spelling Mrs. Flaherty's name wrong on
page 7. It was an unintentional oversight.
Also, the site for the Friendly's and Cumberland Farm's interveiws was
incorrectly listed. The interviews will be held at Career Planning and
Placement.

What do you thl.nk about what you read?

Agree?
Disagree?
Write and tell us what you
Address your letters to:

All

• t ....-

Opposition has almost been unheard
of until now. There is now an alternative
for the Mexicans, P .A.N. (National
Mexico's pseudo democratic election Assembly Party). Their platform opposes
process has helped only part of the Mexi- nationalization of industry. wants tax
can people for decades, that is the landed supported schools, and land reform. In
elites. Their political party is called the the recent election P.A.N. accused P.R.1.
P.R.I. (Institutional Revoluntionary of ballot box stuffing in Northern MexParty): This is the controlling party that ico. P.A.N ... may not win elections for
has dominated Mexico since Miguel Ale• many years to come, but their presence
man took power in 1946. Since then every will definitely make an impact on Mexi·election has brought the P.R.I. a popular can political culture and the P.R.l. 's
vote of 95-99%, but there has. been an policies.
extremely low .turnout. A one-party
P.A.N. is the first opposition that has
government. with no checks or balances, been taken seriously and has had a signifis this democracy? Or could it'be a mod- igance in Mexican society since 1968. The
ern day Fascist state?
turmoil of the sixties overflowed to MexThe P.R.!. controls virtually every- . ico. Student demonstrations were an outthing in Mexico. Television, newspapers cry on pofipi_~s that ·the present
and industry, are just a few channels that government had ·made. On October 2,
the P.R.I. uses to proliferate their propo- 1968 6,000 students gathered in Flate. ganda. Television and newspapers are lolco Square, Mexico City. They were
strictly censored to make their policies protesting the P. R.I: 's policies. The
look just and fair.
P.R.I. retaliated by sending out army
Industries in Mexico are run by finan- troops to dispense the crowd and at the
cial industrialists; who are not only a part outset, .50 were killed, 500 wounded and
of the P.R.I., but some of the most cor- 1500 arrested. This was the. outcome from
rupt business .men in the world. These the last time a cohesive group nonmodern day financial lords are renowned v.iolently challenged P.R.I.
for taking bribes, which the Mexicans
.The way in which the P.R.I. usually
call "mordida"(the bite). Certain govern- deals with opposition is a unique process
ment officials friendly with these finan- called co-optation. In tl:iis process the
cial lords impo~nd money for their own P.R.I. centers on key figure heads of the
interest from' either internation~l develop,ment agencies or from the Mexican tax .
·-:_ · ..........
by
Dan Pailes
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Comin g home, S
By
Cindy Naples
The most interesting issue the the
Senate discussed at the SGA meeting this
past Tuesday was the move to allocate
$1500 for homecoming.
This motion was submitted by 2nd
Vice President and Homecoming Chairman. Dan Darcy. Treasurer Nadine
Lucas argued that if granted, there would
only be $5000 dollars left in the SGA
reserve fund for the rest of the year. 1st
Vice President John ~aton, and many
others were curious as to where all the
money ·had gone. Lucas explained the
expeditures. allocations, and balances.

The motion was withdrawn with !h~·
agreement that the necessary money
would come out of the social fund.
It was also announced that the Blood
mobile will be at BSC on Sept 24 and 25,
9-2 at the Student Union and Sept 25 .. 4-9
at the Hill. Mona Walsh, Red Cross
volunteer assured the Senate that donating blood does not cause AIDS, and students should feel safe to donate.
The rest of the meeting was devoted to
appointing Senators to committee positions. Steven DiClemente was also
appointed as Sargent at Arms. Congratualations to all.
Absent from this week's meeting were
Senators Nummelein and Hayes.

Give blood, please
Did you know that over 90 percent of
all blood collected is used. to treat more
than one patient?
To meet the needs of patients hospitalized in the Northeast Region (Massachusetts and Maine), American Red Cross
must collect nearly 1.500 units of blood
each day. Through component therapy, a
unit of donated whole blood is broken
down into its. various components and
transfused to treat specific health problems. ,Red .cells. for instance, are used for
most transfusion' needs including major
trauma and anemia. Platelets are helpful
in controlling bleeding problems such as
leukemia and plasma is transfused to
patient~ undergoi~g massive transfusiqn,.
including
those
suffering
from
liver ci• .'
· · ·•
. ·.
·. ·
'
··
.
···
· ·
ease, shock er severe burns.

Your single donation can help at least
two and usually three or more of these
patients. To help assure an adequate
community blood supply, Bridgewater 1
State College is sponsoring an American e:r:i~es_.
Red Cross blood drive on Tuesday, Sept.
24, 9:00 - 2:00, Student Union, Wednesday, Sept. 25, 9:00- 2:00, Student Union, .
aSnhdea~Deudr:ensdDayo,rmSesp.t. 25, 4:00 - 9:00,
er'

Ifyouareingene ralgopdhealth, weigh
at least 110 pounds, have never had hepatitis, and are at least_ 18 years old (I7years
old with American Red Cross parentali guardian consent form) you may be able
to donate blood. For more intormation;
call697-1277S~ud~~tActiviti~ ~:J-:8°;0442:-20:$.~ ,~, ·
· .. · ·.' ·'' ,i, '··'~rf·,,,,;,,;;&,,,,,c,,ii'~;

The world is waiting.
Be an exchange student.

Step into an adventure filled vvith opportunities and chalA art f Int
t" al "\J; th E h
·d tial
Sp
0
em°: lOn 1.0U . XC ange, a Prestf
en .
fu1tlatlve for peace, YOU hve abroad wtth your new .host am.I1Y.
Learn new skills. Go to new schools. Make new fnends.
Young people from all segments of American society are
being selected. If you'd like to be one of them, write for more
"d
information on programs, costs and financial at.-.
Help bring the world together, one friendship at a time.
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Someth ing new in the S.U.

Th e

Pic tur e
Place

Ground floor
Student Union

Exte nded

Gran d Ope ning
Sept . 23, 24

A free .roll of film
for each roll brought in for process ing!

·---- ----- ----- ----- ---1
I Workilhops scheduled throughout the year
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* BSC l.D. must be shown!
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CQunsellng services are free to Bridgewater State College
(
Students.
·
.
·
f
Hours: Monday .. Friday, 8:30 A.M ... 4:30 P.M. a.l~ T~. ((i-'t/J,•1j
Other times by arrangement
·
I
Tel. 697-1331
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Free fllm Is given only after pictures hale been purchs~

Topics suggested by students are encouraged

t
t
t
t
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t
!* 110 fllm .• .".fin roll of Fotomat 110 24 exposures
** 126 film .... free roll· of Fotomat 126 24 exposures
** 35 film .•.. free roll of Fotomat 135100 speed exp.
**Disc fllm .... free roll of Fotomat Disc 15 exposures

~

; Individual and Group Counseling

1

~~

Daniel R. Dlethelm, Ph.D., Director
Joan M. Deppe, B.S., B.A.
David E. Duhaime, Ph.D
l!Uen M. Holtzman, Ph.D.
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Me et BS C's new minister

.By

Roger Spring
He stands for hours in the alcove
of the McKinley Square Building in
downtow n Boston. Wearing tattered clothes, worn sneakers and
sporting a long, unkempt beard, he
talks to any passerby who is willing
to listen.
His face is deeply wrinkled, his
brow permane ntly furrowed. His
eyes are ancient to the point of
agelessness
John is a street-pe rson, a bum.
He is one of the thousand s of homeless, penniless people who spend
their lives wanderin g through the
streets of the city. He eats what he
can scrounge from barrels or beg
from the back door of one the many
Rev. Miller joins BSC.
restauran ts in the Fanuel Hall area.
"If you know where to go and the
right questions to ask to the right
people, you can always get a bite,"
he said. "It's not filet mignon from
the .Ritz but, you know ... "
He spoke little of his past, only
that he was from Weymou th and
that he had been on the streets for
"a few years." The winters, John
said, were the worst for him, but he
True/ False
didn't dread them as much as would
I. l nibble and taste as I prepare foods.
hP
•
_, . lie knows "where to
21e~w~nl~~re~-go to whe~·;;jt;:;11~'~6tct~ 1~fi~l>;~(l!~i~; . ' • , :~~J·~,»i~f:i;~i~,Qff<
Jeling. :Jl:"4ll~fY~ · .t'.:,,··'\
"someplace where the wind doesn't ··
4, I tend to eat when depressed , angry,
blow so hard." He spoke even less
anxious or emotiona lly upset.
of the future.
5. I always clean my plate.
For now though he is "doing
6. I never seem to have enough time to
OK." Every night, from 10:00 to
prepare special diet foods.
around 12:30, he searches for
7. I usually eat fast without really realiz"redeemables", which he stores in a
ing what I'm eating.
plastic bag and cashes in to buy
8. I usually hit the cookies Of ref.dgera tor
some meager staple or an occas.when I'm in the kitchen between meals.
sional. "drink". But most of what he
9. I try to avoid parties or places where I
drinks, .he finds on the street. "Y
feel I won't be able to control my eating.
never where you're going to catch
10. To me, dieting means never eating
it," he said, speaking of the cans and
junk foods.
the drink.
IL I don't think eating is a special event
"Well, I've got places to go,"
except at celebrations.
John said industrio usly, as he
12. Because of the bargain, I load up on
grabbed his bag and headed off,
salad bars and buffets.
presumab ly to hunt for more
13. I don't eaf my meals or snack at any
"redeema bles." I too had someplace
one time every day.
to go - home - and, needless to say, I
14. I'm usually doing somethin g at the
, counted my blessings. same time I'm eating.
.
15. Even though I'm not full, I often stop

By
Lynda falls
There will be another new face in the Student Union this semester . The
Reverend John U. Miller, an ordained minister in the United Church of Christ,
will begin worship ceremonies for the students, faculty, and staff at BSC. The
United Ministry, an inclusive Christian Ministry, will provide prayer,
counselin g and outrea_ch programs for the BSC commun ity.
A learned man, he has studied Theological language , church history and
liturgy at Harvard Divinity School, Western Schoo) of Theology (Jesuit) and
Holy Cross Greek Orthodo x School of Theology. Rev. Miller presently serves
. on the commissism on Ecumenism of Massachusetts Conferen ce (United
Church of Christ) and the Episcopal-UCC Dialogue and Ministry. His studies
at Brown University and Colgate Rochester School, in addition to his sixteen
years teaching experience, gives him a broad base for his ministry at
Bridgewater.
The United Ministry will concentr ate its efforts in the areas of Christian
worship, counselling and mission within the BSC commun ity. Services will be
held in the SU Council Chamber s (3rd floor Union)~ during October accorrling
to the schedule below.
·
Morning prayer
Tuesday , 11: 15 am
Afternoo n prayer .
Wednesd ay 2: 15 pm
Holy Eucharis t
Thursda y 11: 15 am
For those interested, the minister will also guide people intereste d in
becomin g deacons. The Reverend will be a busy man, but his door is always
open. People-w ho need more informat ion or would like to Reverend John U.
Miller by calling ext. 1344 or 327-5585.

Bulimia speaks for itself

cm

eating when I think I've had enough.
16. I've gone off my diet before when

g~~T~u&~~~~µ-r-. ·~·n·_-l~fi·e•4•uMe~a~1~~~m•.~c~o~u1•aP'yw:o~M~"~1~n~~~1~.o•m•rr-:·~·•.-,-~11•~•e
1
,) •· 'r< ·. ·. ~~" ·'.' • · · sdmeone you know who could have
17. When l eafoufw ith friends.r m too and eating (liso,rder? Bulimia is very

· friends'.,·•""

·embarrassed· to request a special food in
fron.t of them.
18. I'd like to walk more, but I'm usua1Jy
short of time so I use my car for errands.
19. Even when I'm not hungry, I will
often eat.
20.. I do fewer sports than· I used to.
21. Food is on my mind most of the time.
22. When I've done somethin g great, 1
reward myself with food.
o

.·commo n, Have. you ever ·wondered
how some of your friends can seem to
eat whatever they want and never gain
any weight?
Bulimia is becomin g a very serious
problem. It's out in the open now, As
many as l out of 3 people our age are
Bulimic. Did you know that if you
"pigged out" one night and tried
starving yourself the next day to make
up for what you did the night before
then you are showing signs of being
I-3 you're normal.
Bulimic? You'd be shocked how many
4-8 you have some problems with food. Bulimic's are close friends of yours or
9 ...-13 you have lots of problems with food. people you d least suspect.
14-18 you have serious problems_ with
Bulimia is defined as uncoritro llable.
food.
eating (bingeing) followed by vomiting,
19-22 you have very serious problems attempts of fasting, or use of laxatives
with food.
(purging). It's not a ,good idea or an
easy, safe way to lose weight. You're
.only cheating yourself.
Bulimia can cause heart or kidney
failure, a lack of nutrients needed in
your body, chronic dehydrat ion, and
eventually severe erosion of tooth
enamel. But for most Bulimics, the
m~ntal anguish is the· worst part. They
for joining go a little deeper than mere
have guilt feelings over lying and
curiosity . Although the ~elf defense
secrecy, over money and food wasted,
aspect of it appeals to her, she wants to depression over how they feel
about
do it for "self-confidence more than
themselves, frustratio n from lack of
self defense, and to develope a sense of understd anding the problem
or fear of
liking myself a·nd liking my body. I
the. scale or what they'll see in the
want to develope myself mentally ,"
mirror.
which is an integral part of the
The first step iµ overcom ing Bulimia .
philosop hy of Karate.
is recognizing and admittin g that there
New members are always welcome to is a problem and being able
to say
join the club. Classes will temporar ily
"yes, I need· help"· and there are people
be held on Mondays and Fridays, in
here on campus who care and will
the small gym, from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m .•
help. There is the Counseli ng Center
until a permane nt schedule can be
(697-1331), Health Services (697-1252)
arranged in the Student Union.
and the Support Group which meets
every Thursday at 11 a.m. in the
Seminar Room, 1st floor of the Student Union.

50 people· attend Karate Club. meeting
By
Lorelei Goff
The first meeting of the Karate club
for this semester was held on Monday
the 16th in the small gym. The turnout
was excellent. Said Mike Brown, the
acting president and a member of the
club for three years, "I'm impressed ."
A total of approxim ately 50 people
were on hand for the meeting.
The purpose of the first meeting was
to introduce existing club members to
the newcomers, and give the new
members an idea of what to expect
from the classes. As club member
Sunjay Patel put it, "As much as you
put into it, you will get that much out

of it."
With so many Pc;!Ople in attenden ce
at the meeting, there were bound to be
just as many reasons for coming. When
asked what sparked their interest in the
Karate club, the answers covered a
wide range. Some were looking for a
way to "get into shape after the
summer, " "to learn how to fight," or
"to stay out of trouble." Some have
already begun their study of Karate
and "want to keep up with it."
Amy,' a freshman here at BSC, who
is a new member, said, "I've always
been curious. My boyfriend takes it so
I see him practicin g all the time." But
like many new members, her reasons

Be honest with your~c\f. did you do
bad on the qui7:'? While reading over
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Classifi eds
PARENTS AND FAMILY WEEKEND

For Sale: 1977 Ford Granada with 6
cylinder, tinted glass, AM/ FM cassette
with equalizer. Good condition, cost
$1,300 also Technics 20 watt reciever for
$80. ean at 767-3616.
•

Positions Available:
Help wanted in shipping department
of an electronics company in Mans- November 1-3, 1985 (Note: This is a date changel)
field. $4.25/hr Hours: 5-10:00 p.m. or
.
s-11:00 p.m.
· Fat City is coming to town so pull out your dancmg shoes!
Calf 339-2510 (9-4:30) for appointment. Ask for Paul or Robin.
Footbll, soccer, exhibits, student organizatio n performanc es,

For Sale: 1977 Honda Civic.runs well,
excellent body, 30 MPG and needs
exhaust work. Makes a great commuter
car, $650 or best offer call Steve at 3842056.

good food, fun!
For Sale: large oval pale blue rug$50
stereo with speakers, Capehart (8track) .............. ........... $40
portable stereo, GPX .......... $50
If interested, please contact Audrey
at 697-4932

For Sale: Convertible sofa with built in
queen size mattress. Also a large chest on
chest bureau in a oak finish and a band
crafted bookcase. Excellent condition.
Call anytime at 584-0622.

Elections- Freshman Class
Officers
Positions available:
Senator-at- Large
Senators-C lass of 1989

Part-time jobs: Start at $125/week for
17/hrs a week. Various positions and
work schedules immediately available at local branch of national company. No experience nee. Ideal for
students.
For info and interview call (617)679-

Help Wanted: Student to do paint strip
and sanding on porch. Salary negotiable,
contact Dwight Cook in the Admissions
Office. Tilly at 697-1237.
Help Wanted: Students interested in
reading to or recording textbooks for
print handicapped students should contact the Veterans/ Disabled Student Services Office in Boyden Hall (across from
Student Services) in person or by calling
697-[208. This is a paid position.

Roommate wanted: Looking for an
apartment or house to rent in Bridgewater but can't afford it myself. Leave a
message (name and number) for Donna
at EC.LC, Tillinghast hall~ ext. 2278.

To schedule an event, contact the:
Office of Student Services, ext. 1276.

Need a weekend job?:We need an
enthusiastic person to run gymnastic
birthday parties.
Call 769-6150 for more information

For Sale: Smith-Corona manual typewriter. Barely used for $50. See Donna in the
bookstore or call at 822-0327.

For Sale: Am/ Fm radio, cassette. Needs
work. $45. Leave a message (name and
number) for Donna at ECLC, Tillinghast
Hall, ext 2278.

All College Open House on Sunday afternoon.

Primaries
Dates: September 26 & 27th
Ti me: 9:00-3:00
Place: In front of the Bookstore

0030
Needed: Part-time gymnastic instructor for schools in Acton/Norwoo d
Call 769-6150 or 369-9034 ask for
Tom
For Sale: Is It True You Can Buy
Jeeps for $44 through .the U.S.
government? Get the facts today! Call
1-312-742-1142 Ext. 5932-A.

. Final Election
Dates: Oct. 3 & 4
Time: 9:00 - 3:00
Place: In front of the Bookstore

Opportunity: $10-$360 Weekly/Up
Mailing Circulars! No quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-addressed
envelope:
Success, PO Box 470CEG, Woodstock, IL 60098

You r stars this wee k {7
The coming week promises to
0ffer a calm stability that is perhaps
much needed. and which has c.:!". tainly been.· long,,-await~d .. Ali
should be in a position to enjoy the
benefits of recent success and good
fortune this week; merry-making
will no doubt be highly affordable,
as finances are in excellent shape~
and money-worries are. at an antime low. Though. there are things
to be done this week, the, focus
should be on. relaxation and
enjoyment.
This week should prove invah1a~
ble for those who seek to improve
or repair suffering or damaged relationships. Honesty and understanding will be great tools; there is.
no limit to what they can accomplish this week - .especially when
combined with healthy· doses of
self-awareness and respect.
VIRGO (Aug.23-Sept . 7) Though you may wish to go
through the week unobserved, do
not close yourself off to family,
friends. (Sept.8-Sept.22 ) - Focus on
processes today, the means to an
end. Be assured: Results will c<?me
if the methods are sound.
LIBRA (Sept.22-0ct. 7) - Do not
hesitate to ask friends for companionship this week; much will come
of dialogue. (Oct.8-0ct.22) - You
may have to settle for Iong-distan~e
communication this week; remam
honest, open, willing to listen.
Copyright 1985, United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

SCORPIO (Oct.23-Nov.7) - A
good week to work toward renewal
of that special relationship. Are you
taking things for granted? (Nov.8Nov.21) - Emotional stability
returns this week after a period of
uncertainty .and doubt. Use
re·~ewed strength to your
advantage.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov .22.;.Dec.7)
-Take. full advantage of the.talents
of others this week, and you should
be·. fully prepared to put yours·\to
work during the next; (Dec.8;:.
Dec.21) .. Be ,prepared to say Hno"
thiS week in order to avoid. em barrissing situations.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22-Jan.6) · This week should offer many
opportunities to test new theories,
strategies. Do not h,esitate / to .
explore. (Jan.7-Jan.19) ~· Be prepared to do what must be done this
week, but be sure to go through
proper channe\s when seeking .
solutions.
AQUARIUS (Jan.20-Feb.3) The influence of others may play~n
unusually large part in this week's
activities; remain true to yourself.
(Feb.4-Feb.18) - You may benefit
most this week by participating in
the projects of others, lend support.
PISCES (Feb.19-March 5) Your code of ethics may be challenged this week. Do not allow .
another to break down your sense
of right and wrong. (March 6March 20) - You may encouner resistance this week from a surprising
source; be willing to negotiate:

ARIES (March 21-April 4) Accept what ·is offered you this
week, and you should in turn have
much to offer before you know ~t.
(April 5-April I 9)- Indulge the urge
to stray from well-established paths
this week. What you learn will be.
invaluable.
TAURUS (April 20-May 5) You shoulcJ. come to understand
better your instincts this week-with
the help of a friend or loved-'one.
(May 6-May 20) - Spend time this
week .plotting, planning. Indulge in
a mystery or two - but do not
endanger yourself.
GEMINI (May 21-June 6)'- Cultivate self-control this week, or you
may lose much through sudden outbursts of temper~ (June 7-Jtine 20),
Put humility and timidity aside this
week. Your natural reserve may not
be as valuable as bold. assertion.
CANCER(Jun e 21-July?):..Surround yQurself with elegance and
beauty this week . Indulge your rich
tastes; don't hold back. (July 8-July
22) - You should have many opportunities· to display your considera,;.
ble talents this week - and. learn ,
much about yourself!
LE9 (July 23-Aug.7) - :Exploration this week should yield strangeand profitable - discoveries. Use all
new information to your advantage. (Aug.8-Aug.22) '- Use your·
judgement this week in order .to
keep yourseH out of trouble. Control your emotions.
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Bri dge wa ter Sta te Col leg e Stu den t Un ion
and
Cu sto m Ma nag em ent Co rpo rat ion
pre sen ts

CO MM ·UT ER ME AL CO UP ON -BOClK
for use in the
Co mm ute r Caf e and Su b Sh op
©198!\ United Feature Syndica te

ACRO SS
1 Fruit
6 Bird's home
1 o Time gone by
14 Darke n
19 Antito xins
21 Sanda rac tree
22 Seed coatin g
23 Pomp ous show
24 Long, slende r
cigars
26 More massi ve
28 Mexic an shawl s
29 Unit of Siame se
curren cy
30 Bark cloth
32 Small island s
33 Trinke t
34 Dance step ..
35 Encou nter
37 Farm buildin g
39 Metal
40 Permi ts
41 Partne r

44 Mex1cat1 dish
46 River in Siberi a
47 Units
48 Ginse ng plant
50 Penite nt
52 Club fees
53 Equal ly
55 Raised deck of
vesse l
57 Railro ad: abbr.
58 Identi cal
59 Nuisa nce
60 Throu gh
62 Short sleep.

64 Fasten

66 Faero e Island s
whirlw ind

68 Hebre w letter
69 Expen se
70 Garde n tool

71 Soaps tone
73 Beer mugs
7 5 Lande d prope rty
77 Lay
78 Macaw
80 Perch
81 Music : as written
82 Short ly
84 Larae qun

86 Ensnare
87 Breed of dog
89 Newt
92 Open to view
95 Distur bance s
98 Tardy
99 Hubbu b
101 Negat ion
103 Designating height
of tide
104 Native metal
105 Stalk
106 Again: prefix
107 Spanis h article
108 Indone sians
110 Diocese
111 The two of us
112 Chief
113 Bose, e.g.
115 Note of scale
117 Girl's name
119 Army off.
120 Rip
121 Witho ut means
124 Musica l instrum ent
Unruly child
,~< ;:~~~r~·,t ~:~e:?~~'Y'..:;:~.: 1 ~:· •

DOWN

1 Provin ce of India
2 Fondle d
3 Necessary nutriti ve
substa nce
4 Haul with effort
5 Send forth
6 Sodiu m symbo l
7 Unit of energy
8 Hindu garme nt
9 Frame work built
across ravine
10 Comm union plate
11 War god
12 Title of respec t
13 Thuliu m symbo l
14 Poet
15 Period of time
16 Decor ates with
spots
17 Highe st standa rds
18 Untidy
20 Ocean s
23 Edible seeds
~~ Fir81)1~ PWl
, .27; For:"~ ".1
128 Instan t
2a sr1stre
130 Whip
31 Wingli ke
132 Furnish with
33 Twiste d
a ceiling
36 Snare
133 Orient
38 Hebre w measu re
134 The sun
40 Unasp irated
41 Dillseed
135 Midda y
43 God of love
137 Island off Ireland
45 Dress protec tors
139 Urge on
46 Most cripple d
140 Band worn aroun d
. 47 Expel
waist
49 Perfor ms
141 Cotton thread
51 Recor ds
143 Anon
52 Sandy waste
145 Lincol n's nickna me
53 Pilaste r
146 Knavish
54 Distric t in Germa ny
148 Stoke r
56 Walke d aroun d to
150 Shudd er
protec t
152 Vigor
59 Monar ch
153 Donat ed
60 Capital of West
154 A contin ent
Germa ny
156 Posted
61 Burgla r: sl.
157 Europ ean finch
63App ease
158 Parad ise
65 Ponce de159 One followi ng
67 Super latlve ending
160 .Look of.hair
69 Calcium symbo l
70 Old World birds
72 Long-l egged bird

$2 0.0 0 VAL~E

7 4 Maide n loved by
Zeus
76 Tanta lum symbo l
77 Killed
79 South ern blackb ird
83 Sin
85 Drink of the gods
86 Silkwo rm
87 Sluggi sh
88 Peel
89 GI, e.g.
90_Woods
91 Handl e
92 Poem
93 Fine-g rained
lambs kin
94 Half an em
96 Chinese curren cy
97 Barrac uda
100 Before noon
102 Narrow , flat board
105 Chair
109 Pierce
112 Cure

.:t;~1;~t~~~~~-"':i,~*1':'."',~;
116 .Sotar disk
118 Region
120 Part of gun
121 Sprint
122 One who collec ts
tolls
123 Biblica l name
125 Narrat ive
\126A wayl.
127 Clean
129 Sound a horn
131 Article s of furnitu re
132 Godde ss of
vegeta tion
133 Simpl e
134 Allurin g woman
136 Stand ard
138 Wants
140 Omen
141 Dwell
142 Comfo rt
144 Tidy
147 Swiss canton
148 Novel ty
149 Nothin g: slang
151 Russian comm une
153 Earth godde ss
155 In the manne r of

for onl~

$1 7.5 0

On Sal e in the
Stu den t Unio_n Foo d Ser vic e Off ice
(Located behind the Com mu ter Caf e)
Co upo ns can be use d for

any sel ect ion on the me nu
Ther e will be no exha nges or refun ds on any cou
ons

Le m e n u d u
','.!

7C.ba,le•·~e . •.·.'.Jll;I
Cheese OfJl~et

: . . Waffla
M

T

,Clam Chowd er

CJam Chow der

~:::en

;~::t:.:~f

Sliced Carrots

Mashe d Potato es
Mixed Vegeta bles
Broccoli

nuggets
French Fries

Scrambled eggs

Cream of Mushr oom

Pancak es w I Bacon

soup

Mushroom Soup
Macaroni and Cheese

BLT Sandwich
Fish Sticks

Chicke n cutlet

French Fries

Beans
Spinac h

w
x

Cheese Omelet

French Toast

•
Scrambled eggs
Pancakes w/Syr up

\.

Mixed Vegeta bles

Corn

Corn C~owder
Shippard's Pie
Sloppy Joe
Italian Green Beans

Corn Chow der
Baked Manic otti
Londo n Broil
Mixed Veget ables
Corn
Potato Bar

Tomato Soup
Cheese Pizza
CQinese Chow Mein
Chili Con Carne

Toma to•Sou p
Baked Chick en
Hamburg
French Fries
Cauliflower
French cut green beans

Fried Rice

Mixed Vegetable

F

s
s

Clam Chowder
Tuna Melts
Open face roast beef
sandwich
Mashed Potatoes
BroccQli w/Cheese sauce

Cheese Omelet
Waffles

Clam Chow der

Seafood Platte r
Onion Rings
Cheese Pizza
Green Beans
Carrot s

Beef Noodle soup

Eggs to order
French Toast

Beef Noodl e Soup
Pork Cutlet
Stuffed Shells
Mashed Potato es
Zuchini
Peas

Fish
Hot Pastrami
Wax beans
Potato .Gems

Chicken Noodle soup
Meatball sub
Turkey sandwi~
hipped potatoes

Eggs to order
Waffles

Chicken Nood le Soup
Cheese Ravio li
Chicken Cutle t
Potato es
Corn
Green Beans

Mixed vegetables
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Ann·ouncements
C?om~ent

to hC?.ld meeting .

.

·

111e Comment Will be holding its regular meetmg on Tuesdays at 11:00 in our
office next to the bookstore. We're a friendly group of people who are willi~gto · ·
train you as writers, photographe rs, production assistants and much more! We
look forward to seeing you there!

A few announceme nts from the Career Planning and Placement Office:
1 Fall '85 office hours
will be M-0nday-Friday, from 9-5 and Tuesday night 5-8.

2 During

the week of the 23rd there will be two firms here to meet with/ interview
students interested in Part time employment. Both have operations throughout
southeastern Mass, so this is great for commuters. Interviews will take place on
Sept. 25 from 10-3 in CPP and 11-3 in CPP (Please note Change!) with 15
minute interviews and sign-ups required. Also there will be a general info session
in the Plymouth County Room in the Union.
3 For seniors only!
The 1985 College Placement Annuals are in and you can pick
utp you rs. at CPP. These volumes provide information on the job search process.

How about a song?
The Chorale Society is currently seeking new membership. If you are inter-.
ested in singing please see Dr Jacob Liberles or call Christine Hallow(697-1581),
Henry Beckvold (697-1595), Susan Riskall (697-1581), Liz Ruggerio (697-5325);
O•r Marcia Bergeron (697-4739)
Be a Rhodes Scholar
Seniors who have an interest in studying abroad after graduation may wish to
know of two possible sources offuncling: Fulbright Grants and Rhodes Scholars hips. Rhodes Scholarships are for study in Great Britain only, but the Fulbright
Grants allow for graduate work in a wide range of countries in Europe, South
America, Africa, and the Orient. Both programs require applicants to demonstrate substantial academic achievement, knowledge of a foreign language
(where appropriate), and a clear notion of the program of study or research to be
undertaken. As applicants for both grants are due late in October, prospective
applicants should begin assembling materials immediately. Application forms
and further information are available from Dr. Charles Nickerson, Rhodes/ Fulbright Program Advisor, T~llinghast 312 (e;x. 2283).

Concerned about AIDS?
Counseling an~ blood screening services for individuals concerned about exposure to the virus associated with AIDS. For more information about this free
confidential service sponsored by the Department of Public Health and Counseling Services, Inc., call: (617) 522.-4090. Weekdays 9am to 5pm. Outside
"' ;~~~on cal\ ~oliect,~
·
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73 Broad Street.
Bndgewate r. Mass. ~ ,;;,.
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PRECISIO N t-IAIRSTY t.ING

Colle ge Stude nt Spec ial!!
Wash * Cut* Blow- dry

$10

Offer good 9/24 -

10/8

With BSC 1.0.
Reg. $12

Hours· 9·()() am - 8:00

nm

Tui:o~ - Fri J S;:it C\·10

« m - f).00 o.m,

Addresses wanted
All clubs and organization s should send a list of officers' names and addresses to

the Office of Student Service ASAP.

Bad eating habits?
Do you have a friend, roommate or know of someone w.ho seems to have bad
eating habits? Do you suspect she may be heading towards anorexia or bulimia?
A fellow BSC student of yours, who is a recovering bulimic, knows and understands many of the problems you are going through and would like to share her
experience with you and her approach to recovery. Meet with her Thursdays at
11 :00 in the seminar room of the Union. Or call Mrs Flaherty in Health Service.s
(697-1252) or Janet (697-1521) after 8:30 pm.
Scholarshi ps available
The Scholarship Research Institute of Washin~~ol'l, I?S~~~:
scholarships . This represents their third annthd offenng;

.

., .. ~~~~··"')"-~""·

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~fulltimeund~gradu~~whham~imumQPAof2QD~bionswillbeba~
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A Positive Point·
About Breast Cancer.
Now we can see it before you can feel it. When it's no bigger th.an
the dot on this page.
·
And when ifs 90% curable. With the best chance of saving
the breast.
The trick is catching it early. And that's exactly what a
manimogram: can do.
·
,
A mammogram is a simplex~ray that's simply the best news yet
for 'detecting breast cancer. And saving lives.
,
If you're over 35, ask your doctor about mammography.

Give yourself the chance of a lifetime:

!AMERICAN
'~®.

This 'space conttjbuted as a public service,

d6n

academic performance , leadership abilities, and college and community activities. The awards are for the Spring 1986 semester. The deadline for applications is
December 16, 1985. Applications can be received by sending a stamped self
addressed envelope to:
Scholarsip Research Institute
PO Box 50157
Washington , DC 20004

Sigma Chi to rush
The Brothers and Little Sisters of Sigma Chi would like to welcome everyone
back to BSC. We all hope you had an enjoyable summer. Our Rush Program
will start Sept. 25 at 28 Shaw Rd. on the corner of Elwell Ave. across from the
Maxwell Library). All males attending BSC are welcome to attend the Rush
Party. We hope everyone at BSC gets off to a great start. We look forward to
meeting you.
In Hoc
President Anthony P. Vallon
Russian Ciub to hold raffle
The Russian Clui)is-spon soring a raffle. Chances to win the porcelein mask will
cost 50¢ or 3 for $1. The sale is September 26 & 27 in front of the bookstore. The
prize will be announced October 4. ·For more information concerning the
Russian Club contact Yvette at 697:..5326.
Women's Center to meet
.
There will be a Women's Center Meeting Tuesday, September 24, at 11 am, in
the Women's Center (3rd floor of the Student.Uni on). Open to all. Please come
with your thoughts, issues, needs and ideas.
'Alcohol group planned
The Counseling Center would like to begin a support group for students who are
stru.ggling with or recovering from problems w~th drugs or alcohol. The college
environmen t pre~ents great challenges for individuals who are trying to stay
so her or drug fee. Come and meet others who are interested in drug and
alcohol-free social ahd recreational activities. Come and show your support for
others who .are feeling the ,same pressures· you. feel..
.
An ?rganization almeeting will be held onWednesd ay, September 25, at 10:00.
am m the Counseling <;enter, lstfloor Grove. Qr call Dr. Durkaime at 697-1331.
At this meeting "':e,will discuss .the format ()f the group and try to agree on a
regular day and time to meet.
.
Angell to speak
Dr. Cha~les Angell, Ass~c. ~rofessor of English at BSC, wil.1 be ,a guest speaker
at the Bndgewater Pubhc .L~brary on Tuesday, September 24th at 7:30 pm. Dr.
Angeli's talk, "Don't MeanNothi n", will explore oral histories of the Vietna:m
War compiled from interviews with Veterans.

The .·comment··

Dear P.J.

U}here oo \)o\lr
extraterrestria\
.'f(\eno~ come

from?. ..

~ou'o

'trust

sc\en"tis'ts who

named a ~a\8~~

after a cana~ bar?

Dear PJ,
credit card bill was so high. She said
My roommate has her boyfriend that I should pay it myself. I don't
in our room constantly. My other even have a job!! Then she said that
roommate, (we're in a triple) · my father was very disappointed in
doesn't seem to mind.· I find it an my grades last semester and that 1
inconvience, especially at night have to study. I'm only here because
when rm trying to sleep-if you they want me to be, so I think they
know what I mean?!? The room was should pay for what I need. And my
not made for 3 people, and certainly grades are my business. Besides,
not 4. What should I do?
college has its social life too. Do
Crammed you think I should tell them off?
Treated like a Baby
Dear Crammed
The best thing for you to do is to Dear Baby,
politely ask your roommate if she
Your name fits you well! Grow
could consider respecting your pri- up. If your parents are driving you
vacy. If she doesn't understand it crazy that much, then refund them
when you put it that ~ay, then tell the amount of money they give you
her to get her act together and for expenses and get a job. That
explain to her that your room isn't a way you won't have to study as
hotel! Maybe you should talk to her much as they want you to, or as
boyfriend and clear .things up. up much as you should. And just
with him. Let me know how things forget about the who.le idea of a
work out.
social life. Your classes., job, and
p J studying will leave you no time for
that! (Or money for shopping.) Or
Dear PJ,
you could drop out of school, and
Just because my parents are pay- Without a college education, or
ing my tuition, room and board, your parents money try to make it
they think they own me. They keep that way. Make a decision!! Do as
calling me up and asking me, "How your parents would like you to do
are your grades? Have you been and have somewhat of a social life,
studying? How many parties have or tell them off, get a job, do your
you been to?" They are driving, me homework and try to get some sleep
crazy.
when you get the chance. The best
Then, the other day my mother advice I can give to you is to face
·
called. She wanted to know why her reality.
'PJ

Sweaters
NATIONALLY KNOWN SW·EATE.
MANUFACTU RER WILL BE OPEN

TO· THE PUBLIC!

Every: Thurs . & Fri 11 :00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

·30·-60°/o off
,

I

.

Retail--Prices!
FABULOUS· COLLEC.TION:~.'.
~OF OUTSTANDING . / ~ .\\~\1\
SWEATER DESIG~/- / ·.·.
IN A HOST OF - 4 .:~-- ·~
COLORS &
>'""·:~

ER Re RS

'.FIBERS!

Everyone makes them.
If you see a. mistake iri this paper,
please, help us to correct it.
Stop by our office (next to the bookstore) ..
Or, contact Michelle Lombardo or Roger Spr~ng

at 697-1200, ext. 21·5a.
. Thank you

one doUar
purchase
•

The Sweater factory 0-utlet.
33 Dover St .
Brockton, Ma.• 02401
follow Mai·n St., Brockton. from West Bridgewater Center.
· Take a left onto. Dover St. at Savas Variety.
·

J
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Seeing a cross

President Rondileau addresses the senior class

ll

Jackie Hea1y and Kathy Murphy march in the convocatio1

'Conovcation Exercises formfllly
opening .the l 46th academic year. at
Bridgewater State College were hcldJast
Tuesday in the Horce Mann Auditorium.
Mr. Arthur Silva·, Class of 1972,. a
marketing executive with Digital
Corporation, told the Class of 1986,
"Expect good things to happen, because
your expectations are your goals. If you
have ·low expectations, you'll probably
create low opportunities."
Mr. Silva also· said, "Don't ever be
afraid to take chances. The very chances
you take, the risks you're willing to
encounter, make the difference between a
.truly successfUI person and one Who
doesn't have the confidence or selfesteem to rise above the average."
The audience included members ofthe
Class of 1986. the faculty, administration, and R number of guests.
Dr. Fiore marches in Convocation Processional.

--=
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if Convocation

Prof. Hogg, Prof. Lee, and Dr. Warye attend Convocation.

Denis Lawrence, President of the
Student Government Association,
delivered a stirring address in which he
said, ""This convocation marks the
beginning of the 146th academic year at
Bridgewater. Some of us, who w.Hl be
graduating when winter melts into spring
and final exams into Pomp a~ Circumstance, probably are thinking of
Convocation as the beginning of the end
of our collegiate e,xperience. In one sense,
that's true. But more appropriately, it
marks the beginning of the experience
we've spent our last four years preparing.·
for. BSC is on the move, and pew so are

we."
Sen10r Class Audrey DePatto
introduced her fellow class officers and
made remarks to her classmates and
assembled guests.
Or. Adrian Rondileau presided at the
ceremonies.

Mr. Arth.ur·.Sil.va. Class of 1972, delivers convocation address.
f community Semen
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.H ap py E q u in o x!

ATTE NTIO N COAC HES, MANA GERS
and ATHLETES!
The Comment Sports Department Is looking for coaches,
athletes, and managers to assist our staff in preparin g a
weekly roundup of sports happeni ng here at Bridgew ater State
College . If you are interested, please contact Spods Editor
Anthony Fagen at 697-1200 extentlo n 2158,_2281, or 697-1303
weekdays. Deadline for all materials Is Fridays, 2:00 p.m.

THE COM MEN T
The Stude nt News paper of
Bridg ewate r State Colle ge
Student .Union Build ing
Telept.Qn~: (~17) .6$7..1200 ex... 2158
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PRI
cont. from p.3
opposition group. When identified , the
opposition leaders are offered a job
within governme nt or a bribe so that the
opposition will be neutralize d
In Flatel9leo Square the P.R.1. could
not determine which students were the
leaders, hence, adding frustratio n to the
P.R.I. efforts of using co-optatio n. The
P.RJ. ordered the army to use outright
violence to end political opposition .
In my view, if. the P.R.I. uses these
suppressive tactics to diminish the validity of an opposition in the future, this will
not only hurt themselves, but Mexican
society will suffer also. One can only hope
that P.A.N. will supply an alternativ e to
the P.R.I. and open the doors a11 the way,
so that democrati c process can take it's
· ccurse in Mexico.

De adl ine s
The Comme nt will adhere to the followin g deadlin e schedu le
for the Fall 1985 semester. We will continu e publish ing on
Monday
Announ cement s/Class ifieds-T uesday
Weekly Column s-Tuesd ay
Enterfai nment/F eatures -Wedne sday
Letters/ Comme ntaries-Thursda y
News/S ports-Fr idays
These deadlines will be strictly enforced .Late submissi ons may be
published in the following edition All submissio ns may be subject to
editing or condensa tion Advertisin g rate sheets and deadline /publica. tiohs ~chedule .are availablE: at Ih~ Commen t.
\~, .. :,.)/~ ):~ ;)<.'~·:, ,:,.__

»:
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nDay Of The Dead"- counterpoint
In the laS!f issue· of The Comment Mark 'Avery reviewed the
motion picture Day of the Dead,
the third zombie epic by George
Romero. I have not been
informed as to Mark Avery's
education in cimematic craftwork,
but in this case, he missed the
mark by a few thousand miles.
Admittedly, Day is not the
action-packed, black humored
Dawn. But do we really need
another Dawn?. Can not a filmmaker attempt difference? We do
not need an endless series of
hackers like Friday the 13th.
While Night of the Living Dead
(Romero with O'Bonner who
wrote Alienand Return of the
Living Dead) was. a l 950's view
on bomb shelter mentality and a
hopeless wait for rescue by -authories, Dawn of the Dead took a
stab at Amercian consummerism
running at 450. So comes the
l 980's (!_Ild Day of the Day
comments on hopeless causes and
man's destructiveness. The movie
expla\ns a feeling of useless frustration in light of idiotic military
self-destructiveness. The representatives are there: uneducated or
- over..ex..ub,$!rant military, impotent
government research, purposeful
but binded medicos, and the
fed-up civilians. Well, the zombies

::~

:'•

Ant attack

are a mythos, like Mad Max's
leather auto-duelists, they merely
provide a catalyst at the beginning and a just a desserts ( ohhh,
bad pun) at the ending. There is,
regrettably, for some, gore for the
masses, and violence to excite
even your grandmother. These
scenes are not necessary to the
plot but to the cult. And it is all
that some people - and reviewers
- look at. One thing on which I
did agree with Mr. Avery: start a
party, invite people, charge ten
cents to get in and BYOB; then
show back-to-back the fine films
Night of the Living Dead (the
movie to cause the R rating in
America) and Dawn of the Dead.
But later, maybe a week or so, see Day of the Dead.

By
David Spuria
Most of the music out today relies
on gimmicks and sex-oriented lyrics.
Fortunately, however, Adam Ant has
regained both his sense of rock'n roll
and quality musicianship.
After l 983's disappointing Strip
LP., Adam and the boys had me real
worried. Except for the title cut (which
relied on gimmicks and sexy lyrics) and
the song Puss and Boots, produced by
Phil Collins, Strip went down as one of
the most futile attempts at music in
this decade. However, Adam's performing on stage and video recaptured and
rekindled much of audience that. he
had almost lost.
This time Adam Ant needs no
gimmicks or sexy lyrics to get his
message across. Vive le Rock may
prove to be something of a classic. On
lead guitar, Marco Pirroni sizzles out

It used to be that stage directors
concerned themselves with plays and
doctors concerned themselves with
medicine. Unsurprisingly, in the Broadway theatre there are actually "playdoctors," individuals with professional
interest in the theatre- often experienced directors and colleagues- who
secretly cure ailing productions that are
en route to Broadway or are already in
previews.
, The obvious symptoms of an ailing
production are (1) it's too long; (2) it's
too short; or (3) it's too lame. The
play-doctor's main function is to give a
new touch to a show that just isn't
working.
Some play-doctors make emergency
h9usecalls. The tryouts of Peter Pan at
the Kennedy Center in Washington
were disliked by audiences and critics
alike. The word from Washington was
"It won't fly." In New York the
production was a rumored wreck.
- Oddly enough, Peter Pan went to open
at Broadway's Lunt.;.Fontanne Theatre
as a smash hit and flew for a record
55 I performances. What happened .
between. Washington and New York?
What happened was Ron Field, the
man who made Peter Pan fly.
Field is no stranger to theatre,
having choreographed Cabaret and
directed and choreographed Applause
and King of Hearts on Broadway. He
has worked on many. tele~~~i~~. special~

riff after riff. Maybe he was a chain
saw specialist at one time? The title cut
rocks and roars like fresh, vintage,
polished, "Antmusic". This is a complete album with lots of melodic and
lyrical punch. Appollo 9 may be the
most clever song about goofed up
space travel ever written. Razor Keen,
Rip Down, Scorpio Rising, and Hell's
8 Acres, all offer a relentless beat with
Adam's vocals mixed in excellent balance with the music.
This album is truly enjoyable rock n'
roll. Adam's killer line-up of musicians
also includes the mighty "Count" Wiczling on drums and Chris DeNiro
playing bass. This crew has managed to
bring 1985 back to rock n' roll a la
vintage Rebel, Rebel David Bowie
days. Let's all thank. producer Tony
Visconti for that. There is a lot to hear
Vive Le Rock. Believe me, "Antmusic" is back and here to stay!

on.

Which tops rock
by Mark Avery

Playing doctor
by
Shawn Paul Spencer
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Bringing back the Dead
By M. Callahan
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too, such as Baryshnikov on Broadway. The winner of both Tony and
Emmy A wards, Field had a behind-thescenes reputation as a play-doctor.
Field is in his early 50's, and made
his dance debut at the age of eight in
Lady in the Dark. He was a Jack Cole
Dancer and appeareed on Broadway in
Kismet and The Boyfriend. His recent
duties have includ~d choreographing
the Prince-Sondheim-Furth musical
Merrily We Roll Along, and conceiving/ choreographing/ directing the,
review Five, Six, Seven, Eight ... Dance
with former Peter Panstar Sandy
Duncan.
Feild took over the grounded production of Peter Pan from its directorchoreographer Rob· Iscove, blamed for
the show's failure in Washington. Field
entered the production with a clear
idea of what to do and in oly 3 I I 2 ·
weeks transformed the play into a huge
success. Iscove was never officially
replaced by Field,, and Field did not
receive any credit for his speedy
remedy until the show went on its
national tour national tour and carried
his name as Production Supervisor.
Remarked.Dr. Field, "The truth is I'd
like to do every show without my name
on .it just as long as the check from the
producers carries my name.''
Field provided the energetic, animated flow .in Peter Pan which crowd
pleaser Duncan was able to embellish
with her talent. For many, Duncan will
always be Peter Pan, and Field will
always be th~ wings. Thank you both.
.. •
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Sacred Heart), and a climatic battle
between Dia and the laser shooting,
fire breathing, incredi~le dragon.
AC/ DC did not have any such fancy
stage show. On stage was the band and
a row of Marsha\\ stacks. On each side

Two big names in heavy metal
recently played in New England and I
was able to see them. Although they
took a very different approaches to
performing" live, 1 enjeyed b~h-9~&r-=.,-o£ them.~ a ·,2.A ••2lll"ti.bi g~~J;>~Y.~""'''""'"""'""'""'"1,..
Each carried an aspect of their show to them was about 200 (a little more than
an extreme. Ronnie James Dio's pera semicircle) degrees of more PA.
formance at the Providence Civic Cen- AC/ DC packed quite a punch with this
ter featured,a stage ·sh,ow that would
incredible sound system. This became
immediately noticeable.with the band's
rival a Disney World ride. AC/DC,
who performed at the Boston Garden
opening number Fly on the Wall.
on Friday the 13th, featured a PA
Although short on fancy effects,
system that was louder than even Van
AC/ DC had a nicely synchronized
light show. They also featured a giant
Halen's or Deep 'Purple's.
Which was better'Z Each had pro's
bell in Hell's Bells, which Brian John··
and con's. Ronnie James Dio has really son struck repeatedly with a sledge
outdone himself on his '85 tour. It
hammer. Giant cannons fired on Johnfeatured more visual effects than ·I have son's command with· a deafening roar
ever seen in a stage show. The stage
during For Those About to Rock. The
itself was a huge medieval castle with
audience seemed not to care about this
though and shouted just as loud as the
the drums and keyboards located high
atop the castle towers. Sitting inside
audience at Dio. (Although I could
the massive castle was one large, green, only hear myself and. those immediately
next to me over the music.)
winged, smoke-and-fire breathing
dragon. His massive neck loomed over
Stage presence is a category where
the castle walls. Through his heavily
Dio fost points. It takes a very strong
toothed mouth he spouted fire. To top . presence to compete with a dragon.
off the dragon's visual appeal, he shot
Dio was outdone by his own fantasy
green lasers from his eyes. The castle
stage. Although Dio 's songs and solos
was also armep with many cannons
from other groups he has been with are
which perio~ically fired in a blinding
, very popular, he changed them enough
· to make them hard to sing along to.
flash of light and smoke. In fact, Dio
used more explosions ~n one conce.rt
Instead of performing his songs as
than I have senn in 40. Between the
initially recorded, he inserted pieces of
blinding sudden white light of exploother songs in the middle and then
returned to the song he was doing. For
sions, sparks, and the intense glare of
bright white spotlights Dio delighted in . example, he began his new song Rock
constantly flashing on the audience, I
n • Roll Children from Sacred Heart
thought my eyesight wouldn~t return to and switched to The Man on the Silver
normal for days. Dio's show also
Mountain, then began to sing Heaven
featured knights, lots of colored lights,
and Hell. Before he got .to my favorite
multitudes of lasers, cloudfuls and
verse in Heaven and Hell he returned
cloudfuls of smoke, a giant crystal ball
tosinging Rock n' Roll Children. He
(which descended at the beginning of
did this with many songs during· the

cont. on p. 14
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AC/ DC v. Dio
cont. from p.13
nigut. lt sounded unprofession al,
emphasized the fact that they all sound

alike, and made me wonder if Ronnie
had forgotten the lyrics. It also made
me wonder if Dio could handle a
concert without his elaborate stage.
AC/ DC had phenomenal stage presence. Brian Johnson sang song after
song, full of power and energy. The
audience screamed along to their favorite AC/ DC hits including TNT, Highway To Hell, Back In Black, Shoot To
Thrill. You Shook Me All Night Long,
and Diny Deeds Done Dirt Cheap.
AC! DC also performed three songs
from their new LP F(v On The Wall.
The title cut, Sink The Pink, and
Shake Your Foundations.
Angus Young. the group's energetic,
popular. lead guitar player, ran about
the stage doing duckwalks like Chuck
Berry~ and shaking back and forth
dressed in his Aussie schoolboy outfit.
He never let up the constant assault of
power chords and solos from his
Gibson. Angus is so popular that he
even awed the crowd without his
guitar. In the song Jailbreak, the band
took a break. Only the drummer kept a
steady beat as Angus took off his tie.
The crowd chanted •• An-gus - An-gus -

An-gus.,. Angus then took off his
jacket and twirled it around his head in
time with the drum. He threw it into
the audience. Now topless, Angus
made his way to the drum stand with
his back to the audience. Although the
sight of AC/ DC's skinny, hairy guitar
play does not turn me on and really
shouldn't turn anyone on, the crowd
was wild - chanting "An-gus" even
louder. Finally, to the delight (?) of all,
Angus quickly showed us a side of him·
we had never seen - his bottom! Only
Angus could get away with that!
My final comparison: Solos! Everyone who goes to concerts loves to
hear the solos: drum, keyboard and my
favorite - guitar!-The solos in Dio's
show were excellent, both musically
and visually. Dio, in keeping with his .
show, couldn't resist visual overkill.
The drum and keyboard solos were
accompanied by synchronized lights
and lasers as well as assorted explosions and lots of smoke.. The guitar
solo was the best. Vivian Campbell put
on a very long and very fast guitar
solo. He bent and h'eld the strings to
produce a wide variety of sound. With
the neck of his guitar he directed two
beams of lights into the audience.

Towards the climax of his solo he used
the guitar as a space-age type weapon.
He used high octave notes on sustain
and aimed his guitar toward a target.
When he released the note the target
would explode in a fury of sparks and
smoke. He did this faster and faster
until he finally went crazy with it,
sending one portion of the castle up in
sparks _and smoke.
Although not as visually dynamic as
Vivian Campbelrs; Angus Young's guitar solo was a crowd pleaser. In the
middle of Let There Be Rock AC/ DC
unleashed the now half-naked Australian wild man. He went crazy. Angus
ran all over the stage while his fingers
ran all over his Gibson neck. Up the
amps and up the blues scale Angus
ran. Across the PA and across the
chord progressions he went. Finally, he ·
fell over atop the Marshalls in a frenzy
of sonic distortion. He rolled over and
played and played, finally jumping
back on stage where he was rejoined by
the band.
All in all, both shows were very
enjoyable. Dio should practice his
lyrics some more, though. In conclusion, I think good loud music and
straightforw ard rock n' roll songs
should come first, visual effects second.

Rising For ce risin g

Concer t
It's late at night.
The music still in my head
The crowd sang along,
They could do no wrong,
but it's over now.
Only in our memories
does the song exsist
How could anyone resist?
I remember the smoke
Rising and moving to the beat
People jam together
in the heat
Lights shined
Orange and Red
Not a word was said
This night will
always be remembered
of Dancing and laughing
shared with friends
till the very
end.

(c) 1985 By Heather Long

UNITED MINISTRY
at
BRIDGEW ATER

and
By Mark A very

Yngwie J. Malsteen's Rising Force
u;p foi: AG/ DC at The Garden
two Fridays ago. For those of you' who
don't know Yngwie, he is the most
talented young gu_i~ar player since
Eddie Van Halen. Yngwie (pronounced
Y--:what?} J. Malmsteen was formerly ·
the guitar player for Alcatrazz (an
obscure heavy. matal band),· and h~ has
now formed his own band; Rising
'~~ed

Force.

··

·.

On the ~tar, Yngwie has successfully broken the notes.per second
barrier and mastered' the instrument
incredibly well. His set featured what
seemed to be an endless guitar solo.
Classically influenced~ Yngwie's solOs
in many instances were based on works'
of classical composers.. Vocals and the
rest of the band played an obvious
second to Yngwie's amazing rapport
with his Fender stratocaster. Aside
from the fantastic sound he extracted
from the instrument, he also played
with his teeth and· threw the guitar:
around his back and into the air ··

.,
$2.95 Lunch 1peclal1
2 CheeM Manlcottl

or
2 Stuffed Shelli
(Ml"Ved With Hlad)

Hot Roaa.t Beef Sandwich
with Freneh Friel
Chicken Pot Pie

cranberry sauce
Corned Beef and ·Cabbage
(Thursday only)
··;.r;;;-

Welcome Back!

Burgers. • Crepes- Quiche-

without losing a note. Even in the air
the notes would echo from the amps
until Yngwie caught it and soloed some
more~

Yngwie J. Malsteen's Rising Force
currently has two albums out. One is
self-titled, the other is Marching Out.
Both feature incedibly melodic fast
paced solos. There is no stopping
Yngwie's guitar. For anyone who
enjoys the music .of Hendrix, Beck, or
Clapton because of their incredible
guitar ability,' I strongly recommend
Yngwie~salbums. You will be amaze4~
If you can see him in concert_:__: see
him! One day we .will all !=Ven know
bow to say Yngwie J. ·Malmsteen~

Stabb ings hit home

CORPUS CHRISTI CHAPEL

Meetings In Chaplain's Office
(opposite the Rathskeller )
Study
Tuesdays
6:30 p.m.
Deacons
Wednesdays
6:30 p.m.
Mission
Thursdays
6:30 p.m.
Services In the Councll Chamber of the Student Union (beginning Tuesday,
October 8)
·
Morning Pray.er
Tuesdays
11 :15 a.m.
Prayer
Wednesdays
2:15 p.m.
Holy Eucharist
Thursdays
11 :15 a.m.
The Rev. JohnU. Miiier, Chaplain (ext. 1344)
Aftemo~>n

Rashomon revelwed
By.E. Kelly

By Steve Unis

New Models. R.O.S.'s first. set was not
Each year, The Bridgewater Multiconstructed well. Thin~ £tke lights and
NO!!. I did not see .anyone who looked sound .effects
cultural
Club offers several films from
distracted the guitarist~·
like Jason.or Jason tcymg to have an off /singer's
various
nations
to the students to
concentratio n. The songs wernight by taking in the club life.
expose them to m~ny different cultural
. en't cohesive. In other words, the
The two local bands that pe'rformed
viewpoints. This year's first presentaline--up and arrangemen t did' not fit
were Rash Of Stabbiilgs· (a. name
tion, the 1~51 Japanese production,
together like a.gigsaw puizle. Their
guaranteed to attract Jason), and the
Rashomon, (Sept. 19) won an
second set made a. great impression; it
Academy Award for Best Foreign
was .like .seeing another band. This set
·Film, as well as the Grand ·Prix in the
was .potent, aggressive, and gritty; The
Venice Film Festival.
two
sets
seetn.
to
be
heavily
influenced
Breakfait Dally 7 a.m.
The play tells the story~ of a man,
by· The Cure and. U2.
who has been murdered, and his wife,
New models also had a semi-mellow
French Toast
who has been raped. The story is told.
first set. They snuck. in Colors. and
Bacon/Ham/Sausage
from the viewpoints of four of the
some new, or should I say, very new,·
Coffee 2.25
majorchara cters- the man, his wife,
•funky. songs.·. ~he crowd·. was· certainly
Omelets
dazed and amazed. The second set was their attacker, and the man who
Haahbrownl/T oaet/Coffee
witnessed -the crime. Each character
filled with their solid local• dance hits
tells a very different and often contraand
vintage
hits
from '81:.o.84: For their
Two Eggs TontCoftff 9"
encore they did· a cover of a local hero dictory account. Each 'tells the tale in
csuch a way th~t the viewer sympathies
·band, Mission of Bu~a, MOB's song
swing from one to. the. next. At the end
Revolver, and·also one from, AC/DC;
of the film, the viewer is unsure of
Long
Way.To
The
Top
(IfYou
Want
Backroada Restaurant
To Rock 'N' Roll).
which Jale comes ciosest to the actual
14 Summ1ar St., Bridgewater.
R.O.S. did 100% original songs. New truth.
7 a.m. -3 ·p.m. Dally
Models· did 2% cover songs and 98%.
.,The story points out a basic ten8. a.m. •3. p.m. Weekends
dancy for people to rearrange the facts,
original material. These are good per-·
consciously or unconscious ly, to procentages because a DJ was pr~sent_ to
tect their.Jives, honor, egos, and such.
take requests during breaks~
This· is an interesting study in human
Salad Bar .
nature. It is d~eply disturbing, .as well,
for it leaves the viewer wondering
'·
,,,
which sto is true•.if an at all is true.

•
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Bears hoisted to mast by Ma.ine, 20-10
By
Anthony Fagen
The Bridgewater Bears football
team hosted the Mariners from
Maine Maritime Academy a year
ago and beat them handily. Not so
this season as the football team
dropped its first game to the Mariners on their home field in Castine,
Me. Saturday, 20- IO.
Roger Martarano, fresh off an
exciting victory over Framingham
State a week ago, didn't get the
offense into gear early in this ball
game. Two minutes .into the contest, Maine's Mike Sturevant took
off down the sidelines for a 77-yard
touchdown for six points. The
defense of the Bears prevented a
Mariners rush so it stayed 6-0 after
one quarter.
The second quarter saw Maine
power its way to the 2 when Claude
McClear ran in for six more points.
Another rush for the Mariners was
stopped and it stayed 12-0. Bridgewater got on the board with a 36
yard field goal by Gary Camarillo
for the Bears only points in the half.
After 30:00 minutes it was Maine
20, Bridgewater 3.
The defense of the Bears, as well
as the Mariners did play a tough
game in the sunny harbor town, giving each other a ruJ1 fol"' their
money. The points each team
t;f,lTQsQ b~ 1'2.. be
~?tked f "'qr~
there .
·,..
..
was no questionmg that point. The
final score of the game came on a
.4.;yard run in by Roger Martarano
(PAT was good by Camarillo) for
seven. and inevidably the final score
of Maine Maritime 20, Bridgewater
State 10.
Bridgewater now gears up for a
A~w

· BSC's Andy Nekorski puts it in gear for the Bears. The Mariners. however, stopped BSC 20-10, Saturday.
Photo: Mike Storey

Bears' bus:iness begun
By
Mike Storey
The fall sports season has begun, and
on a good note at that. As they say,
football predictably sets the tone for how
a school's sports program will do and if
last weekend's (27-6) trouncing by our
Bears over the Framingham State Rams
is any indication , then wer're in for an
enjoyable autumn.
The football Bears looked sharp, in
shape, and well disciplined. I hadn't seen
offense work so wen in a long time as far
as execution and lack of turnovers,
(which were only ·one fumble and a
meaningless interception late in the
game). Both Andy Nekoroski (51 yds)
and Shawn Mellin (43 yds) ran well. QB
Roger Martorana directed the game plan
with poise and precision.
On defense, the Bears were as usual,
tough. They forced the Rams into six
turnovers on the day and only 54 yards on
the ground. It must of brought a smile to
their faces, too, to see the offense convert
a couple of those turnovers into scores.
Something that was drastically lacking
last season. ·
The Bear~:: can't resf oh their laurels
though as they have a tough assignment

in Maine Maritime Academy th.is week in
Castine, Maine.. The Mariners got
thwnped last week (58-21) by. W.
Connecticut and don't· want to be
embarress :l ~gain, especially in their
home open\:!r on Parent's Day (Editor's
Note: The Bears lost the game in Castine.
Me. over the wed:end, 20,..JO).
The women's field. hockey team. (2-01-) got off to a good.start with wins over
Southern Maine (1-0) ~t:ith Wendy
"Bumble" Stoddard nettin6 the winner.
They came home and trounced Smith (41) with goals scored by Laurie Rota, Sue ·
Larson, Laurie 9'Connell and Penny
Nickerson. Next they played a hard
fought tie ( 1-1) in double overtime
against Holy Cross, Pam Kelly knotted
the score with ,her first goal of the year.
The men's ·soccer team ( 1-1 ). opened the
seas oh on losing note dropping. a (4-1)
decision to a talented S. Maine team. But
came back strong in their home opener
against Suffolk with a (3-0) shutout. The
difference between this year's squad and
last year's is µnbelievable. The players are
going 100%. All the time, every time
they're on the field, no matter what the
score may be.
The women's volleyball team (0-2)
opened up on the short of two matches
cont. on p.18

cont. on p.1i8
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The "Go od Spo rt" tells all
By
Doug ..The Good Sport" Mann
Hi sports fans the Good Sport here and
I love ya. Let's take a look into my sick
demented mind.
Doug Autie's rise and fall reminds me
of Jim Craig.
6-4-3 equals 14 thanks to big Jim for
another double play record breaking
season.
Anyone who thinks Pete Rose's record
took place· because he was ..holding on"
take a look at the N.L. West standings
and see whose taking a run at the
Dodgers.
Looking for someone who is ..holding
on.. for a record? Larry Holmes. Everyone root for Michael Spinks to upset.

The Pat's should beat the spread this
One of the hottest pitchers in the N.L.
week
so pick the Bills with the points.
has been John Tudor and one of the hotCarl
Yastremsk i is the all time worst
test hitters lately is Cincinnati 's Bo Diaz,
sports
caster.
both Red Sox farm products.
Tune in tonight (is it Monday). ExcelHow many of you poor misguided
souls picked the Patriots over the Bears? lent Monday Night Football ga~e, with
Anyone who did can simply drop their the Seahawks going up against the Rams.
Why does CBS give Jimmy The Greek
money off at The Comment since they
don't know what to do with themselves. money, he's never-righ t.
The best update in sports has got to be
Do you remember Pasquel Perez? He
was supposed to be a star pitcher for the Tank on Sports on WBCN radio. It1s
. concise and understan dable.
Braves. He's 1-11.
Do you think the Pat's miss John
Hannah?
Super Bowl update - the Bears are 3-0.

Fro m the
ma nag er's des k

Poi nt-C oun terp oin t
Mann,
Fagen
give view s
By

Doug Mann
Tony. I had trouble deciding what the
first installme nt of our PointCounterpoint series was going to be. First
[ thought of regular arguments like to
DH or not to DH. or grass vs. turf. I
couldn't think of anything that hasn't
been discussed and.argue d right into the
grOl.l,!:ld·

.;.;,,,}'·> ~: .

upon

. .

,,

But.then l hit
it: l saw a very basfc
difference in our opinion on what sport
is. From reading your articles it seems to
- ? - · me that your philosophy is that sport is a
business. and should be viewed from that
point at all times. Now I would be a fool
to think that sport isn't a very large business, but as a fan I p-refer to look on it as
just entertainm ent. Your articles 'try to be
informative and revealing. My primar~y·
objective is to amuse people while trying
to convey some kind of message. Your
articles are for people who really know
their sports while mine is for anyone who
wants to laugh and learn a li~tle.
All I'm really trying to say is that sports
are fun, and should be written that way.
On your Mike Ruth piece add a joke or
two (it's easy in this case). Learn to take a
potshot, poke some fun at s«?meone,
cause some controvers y, anything! Try to
make people want to read your artiGles. I
know the BSC. baseball team reads my
articles faithfully.

By
Tony Fagen:
Doug, I feel that regretably we have
:·-·~· made a ~ig deal about the sportswor ld
·
being a business, and not something
that's supposed to be fun and entertaining. But nevertheless, you are right about
the fact that I don't poke fun at athletes,
or inject jokes i~ about teams. However

you did not deny the fact that sports is a
big business. And that is the basis in my
side of this forum.
My commenta ry roots lie from my
times being involved in athletics both in
high school and in my community . I had
to cover sports in three perspectives: as a
coach, a student-ath lete, and a manager/ trainer. To jump into college commentary is not easy by any means. I also do
not consider myself as good a journalist
as Mike Madden, Leigh Montville, Pete
Farley, and many other writers in this
area. But to read your commenta ry, some
weeks, is to question this fact: are you
breaking the "cardinal rule" of sportswriting? Many writers, including .those

who l na~~' ~opsidei; \tnoc]cirig;. .a<>-wn
athletes week by week okay, but· not
really the best idea. If you read their
columns carefully, you can see that they
put a good number of hours behind their
fetters and punctuatio n marks. They also
put in to it, besides opinion, many hours
of research and writing..Even though we
are not up there in the eschelon of writers,
we also have to do goQd critical research.
According to Ghandi and Martin .Luther
King, Jr., "passive activism·~ is the best

way:

Ten nis
imp rov ed
help will help as. well are freshmen Gary
Patch (Midland League Champion ),.
_.Dave Davenpor t, and junior Jim
-Decoste~ ·
·
Coach Yeskewicz believes the team has
really improved over last year. "This
freshman Chris Means gives· us ·a
legitimate #1 player who can play with
anybody in the MASCAC .. And l think
our 4-5-6 positions will be as strong as
anyone we face this season. They'll be the
real key on how. well we do this y~ar."
The team opens their fall MASCAC
schedule this Wednesda y (Sept. 25) on
the·· road at Mass. Maritime Academy
(Buzzards Bay; Ma.) against the
Buccaneers. Let's hope they start the
season with a win under their belts.

Student Rates Availabl e
• 22 Nautilus machines, 5 Llfecycle1,.1aunas
_,.,.,....~

The worst is Channel 4's noon time
broadcast.
The Good Sport has a chance at being
half right in his baseball predictions . I
picked the Mets, K.C. and California .
That's it for now. Tune in next week
for another exciting Good Sport
column.

rowing machines, treadmill, whlrlpoo11
• Aerobics at the Tone-Up Shop
.Special lunch time circuit training
• One free tanning seeslon w/ tour
. Soon: Indoor ·swimming complex

EAST N FiTNESS CENTER
18 blivf:i? Sr., No. EASTON, MA 02~56 · 2~8-9758

By
Anthony Fagen
This week's column is devoted in part to the Student Governme nt Associatio n
· and the work by their president Denis Lawrence, Jr. An S.G.A. motion,pa ssed by
the Associatio n and sponsered by Lawrence, toallocate moneyfor bumpersti ckers
saying "Bridgewa ter State College ... On the Move" is a signal to the communit y of
Bridgewat er State College that school spirit is the key to a successful and outstanding college.
Lawrence, considere d by a number of people as being an exciting President,
shows the true meaning of school spirit. Although not an athlete, or a c0ach, he is a
fan of the student body. We, as members of the team, look up to this president who
has given his time to better our atmosphe r here at Bridgewat er. He says his peace;
and we, the student body, listen intently.
Lawrence, along with Homecom ing Committe e chairperso n Daniel Darcy, are
now under way preparing for Homecom ing weekend (October 18-19-20). His
mesage is to bring school spirit out of the closet and put it on the faces ofeach and
every student,fa culty member, administra tion, and employee here at Bridgewat er
State College. ·
Denis, I understan d your motives and ideas behind this project, and I support
you wholehear tedly. There is a need for school spirit, here in this risi~g ~ge of
controvers y and bigitry amongst college students and administra tion, something
thankfully has not reared its ugly h~a~ ~:re °,n this S~mpus. We are truly in debt to
YO'l for y()ur ~ctions, an:d I know~lly'ttla~1 yc.u:'1ri:ll continue this throughou t
your presidency this year at Bridgewat er State. Continue the good work Denis, and
know that someone is looking out for you, and someone is standing behind you,
watching your every move with a large smile on their face.
GET INTO THE BEARS SPIRIT!

WB IM 91.5 SP OR TS
PR ES EN TS
BRI DGE WAT ER BEA RS
FOO TBA LL
Excitin g New Englan d Footba ll Conference
Action
Saturd ay, Septem ber 28th

Bridg ewate r State Bears
vs.
West ern Conn ecticu t State Univ.
with Russ Ryan, Scott Corner , Tom Powers, and
Tony Fagen
Pre-ga me show at 12:45 ep.m.
Klckof f·trom Swens on Field at· 1:00 p.m.
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By
Joe Reardon
Greg Cornell was Bridgewater's top
finisher at the Southeastern
Massachusetts University Invitational
held Saturday in North Dartmouth, Ma.
Cornell covered the 5 mile race in 26:30 in
place 20th despite the oppressive race
conditions. Bridgewater placed eighth as
a team in the invitational, which was won
for a second year by SMU's Jim White in
24:36.

e

t

I

Tony Cabral ran a steady race to finish
in 27:24, good for 45th. Tony felt
amazingly fresh after the race, despite the
hot and humid conditions. Half-mile
specialist Ed Bombadier ran the best
cross country race of his career finishing
in 28: 13 for 65th place, over a minute
faster than "the Bomber" has run in any
previous race.
Newcomer Tom Espisito pushed hard
late in the race to finish in 28: 17, good for
67th. Coach Ed Delagado seemed very

it ti
pleased with the results of the race and
with how the season has progressed thus
far.
In the women's race Cheryl Corbett,
taking over the top spot since the
graduation of all-American Cindy Lindh.
finishing 30th in 20:0 I. Janet Lonergan
was BSC's second runner with a time of
20:5 l (52nd) despite being tripped up
early in the race. Janet, a freshman from
Foxboro High will provide Bridgewater
with two legitimate threats later in the
season.

Bonnie Gordon was Bridgewater's
third finisher (72nd) despite a heavily
taped ankle because of a shin-splint
injury which has been aggravating her.
Jayne Muldoon (92nd) and Sue Powers
(98th) rounded out the top five for
Bridgewater.
BSC's men's team travel to
Providence, RI. for the Rhode Island
College Invitational, while the women
travel to Smith College on Wednesday,
then join the men in Rhode Island
Saturday.

Tennis improves
By
new to Division III competition. "l know
we are a better squad than last year just
Mike Storey
Both the men ·s and women's tennis because of their match experience. We
squads at Bridgewater State are much have an excellent 1-2 combination in
improved over last year's squad.
Jessica and Sue in both singles and
The women's squad is very solid with doubles with the rest of the team giving us
eight returning veterans back from last the depth to win.the close matches against
year's 9-4 team. One newcomer, though. the ~ood opponents."
who has made an immediate impact on
Coach Smith's predictions seem to be
the team is first year coach Linda Smith. . coming true as the ladies trounced Clark
Coach Smith was a former coach at 7-2 after losing to them by the same score
Southeastern Massachusetts University last year.
and Bishop Stang High School, as well
Meanwhile, in the men's camp. coa~h

I know we are a betterteam than last year. ..
Smith
as, a standard player at Providence Joe Yeskewici. is all smiles as his team has
College.
definately taken a step forward in being
Backagain as t.he #1 and #2~pj~~~ers are ab\e to. compete with the e\lte o{ the

.,.h8.rdhiitiiig'~ssica'"sii1fJVan-(soph0rtt'4rrt: ~~"Mlffl~rtrerfg

Sophomore Amy G.rzybinski returns a serve.
Photo: Mike Storey

Rugby bumps Bucs
By
Roger Spring
On Saturday, in the the blistering heat
of the last day of . summer, the .
Bridgewater Rugby Club overwhelmed
Mass. Maritime in both the A. and B
games.
While both victories were a result of
outstanding total team efforts, there were
several excellent individual efforts.
In the A game, where the final score was
19-6, Peter Shondek scored to trys, one of
which was greatly assisted by a super pass
from Gregg Poillucci. Poilucci ·also made
several outstanding plays defensively for
Bridgewater. Kevin Belanger scored the
other try for the home team. He and.all
the .other backs played superbly and were
able to move the ball upfield practically
· at will against the inferior Maritime
team. Brett (they call me Booze-bag)
Bozzwell and Simply Sane. fepeat~dly
drilled the beleaguered Mar~t1mers mt~
the ground. Sprout promised to hit
somebody next game.

Bourne, Ma.) ·. an.d Sue Dalrymple
(senior, Cohasset,. Ma.) .. In the #3 and #4
slots are Efi Cotsapas (junior; Athens,
Greece) and Amy Grzybinski
(sophomore, Holbrook, Ma.).
Other returning veterans include
Elizabeth Bu_rden, Pam Rollinson, and
Karen Tondreau. Newcomers on the
scene are sophomore Karen Jones and
freshmen Andrea Quinn and Christene
Gates.
Being new to the scene herself, coach
Smith really doesn't know what kind of
season the team will have because she's

1
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Conference.
One reason is freshman Chris Means
who will take over as the # 1 seeded
player. The Hull, Ma. native was one of
the top players in the South Shore
League. At number #2 seed is junior Brad
Mastrangelo who returns to the ·team
after a year layoff. ·
·
Competing for the other starting slots
will be captain Jim Storey along With
veterans George Troupe, Rick Buchner,
Dan fellows, Tom Lyons, Mike McVay,
and John Hayes. Newcomers who will

Volley ball ready. to
spike In Season

In the B 'game the score was 22-0. It By
really wasn't much · of a · contest, as Mike Storey
B'water dominated from start to finish.
This year's women's volleyball team
Rookie Charlie Doucette scored two trys will be a mixture of the old and new with
and Big AI' got another. Whenever third year coach Kim Phillips the
Maritime even began to get close to the mixmaster hoping to improve on her
Bridgewater goal line they were driver winning redpe of two year's ago when the
back viciously by the entire team, squad Went to the ECAC tournament for
especially the scrum, who were awesome. the first time ever.
In the second· half, the home team
The only returnee from that squad is
unleashed a secret weapon, called Mario. senior co-captain Christene Thomson,
Mario wasted no time in devastating who along with the other veterans
several Maritimers
Sharon Doherty, co-captain Sue Long,
Both games were remarkable for the Jannine Fagan, and Judy Ward comprise
contrast in players. Mass. Maritime is a the experienced .players on the ·team..
psuedo-military school and as such their. 1'1'~\Vcomers include freshmen Cathy Karl
players were clean-cut and their uniforms (Fan· -River), Nancy Leger (Taunton),
freshly laundered. B'water, on the other Denise Adamian (Arlington), and
hand, looked every bit like dirty denizom. · sophomore ?vfary Lynch (Brockton).
of disaster that they are and, in this case, Additional depth will ·be provided by
looks did not prove deceiving.
·
Tara Roach, Janet Williams, Irene
Next week Bridgewater travels to Ferreria, and Paula Roberts.
Tufts, where they expect to do well.·
Coach PhilIi ps plans on taking one
match at a time this year· with no

predictions on the season. "We have a lot
of new ,people on this club so it's going to
take a few matches for them to get used to
playing with each other. ~nee they
become more cohesive they1l be alright
· throughout the rest of the year;"
Lack of height could hurt the team
with 5 feet, 8 inches .being the tallest
height of any player but they are very
scrappy~ "All our players are well-raised
in both setting and spiking. The two
freshmen, Cathy Karl and Nancy Leger,"
are the type of players that really make
things happen on the court. They11 be fun
to watch."
~nd if all goes according to the recipe
the '8'5 season should be a fun one to .
watch as well.
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Bears defea ted

Kelly Gym upda te

cont. from p. 15
two game homestand versus Western Connecticut (this Saturday)
and Western New England
(October 5). The Bears are now .500
on the year (l-1), while Maine
improves its record to 2-1 ( 1-1 in the
New England Foot ball Conference).
Me. Maritime 20, Bridgewater 10
!st Quarter:
Maine: Sturevant 77 yd. run (rush failed).

Kelly Gym Schedule
First Quarter - September 4 - October 18, 1985
CLOSED: September 28, October 5, 12, 13, and 14

MMA 6-BSC 0

2nd Quarter:
Maine: McClear 2 yd. run (rush failed),
MMA 12-BSC 0
.a.S.C.: Camarillo 36yd. FG, MMA 12-BSC
3
Maine: Becker I I yd. run (2 pt. conv.),
MMA 20-BSC 3
3rd Quarter:
B.S.C.: Martarano 4 yd. run (Camarillo

POOL
Open Time:
Monday/Wedn esday .............. ........ 8 am-12 pm, 2-3 pm, 6-10
Tuesday/Thurs day .............. .............. 11 am-1:15 pm, 6-10
Friday .............. .............. .... 8 am- 12 pm, 2-3 pm, 6-7:30
Sunday ............. ............. ............. ............. 6-10

Reserved Time:
Varsity Swim Team
Monday/ Friday ............. ............. ............. .... · 3-6 pm
Water Polo Club
Monday/ Friday ............. ............. ............. .... · 3-6 pm

kick), MMA 20-BSC IO
Field: Ritchie Field, Castine, Me.

Bear s' biz
cont. from p. 15
against SMU (l-2) and Roger Williams
( 1-2). However, Coach Kim Phillips was
pleased with her team's performance
against two good teams so early in the
season.
The women's tennis team ( 1-1)
dropped their first match to a talented
Wheaton team (8-1) but rebounded to
trounce Clark (7-2). a team lost to by the
same score last year.
The cross country team competed in
the Bryant Invitational last week with
Gregg Cornell taking (7th), followed by
Tonv Cabeal (15th}. Cheryl Corbett was
the t.op girl for BSC in the women's race.
Expect good things from these two
squads as the season goes through
October.

Jntrattturals/Ilecreation
·::*;~;,~~,~,tvl . ""\Jl~~t ,.~\\~ul~ .. ~r!!'
available in the rack in the gym lobby.
Play begins today for volleyball and flag
football. Floor hockey begins tomorrow
night.
B.A.I.R.S. Club willhave a meeting
tomorrow, Tuesday (Sept. 24) at 11:00 in
Gl20.

Kelly Gym
All. morning hours .in the. Kelly Pool
are now open. Poolopens MWF at 8:00
a.m.
Sidelines
CongratulatiOJ1S to· field· hockey
veteran Laurie Rota. (auric tickled the
twine in the Smith gamefor her first goal
since her glory days of Miltun
High... Hurrah for the women's soccer
club as they opened the season with a (2-.
I) win over Salve Regina .. Cara Rintola
nettled the winner on a · penalty
kick ... Aerobks classes are going great at
the gym. Between 50-100 attend nightly.

LARGE GYM
Open Time:
Monday ............. ............. ............. ...... 8-10 am, 1-3 pm
Tuesday/Thurs day .............. ............. 8-9:15 am, 11 am-1:15 pm
Wednesday .............. .............. .. 8-10 am, 11 am-12 pm, 2-3 pm
Friday ............. ............. ............. .... 8-IOam, 11 am-3pm
Sunday ............. ............. ............ · ...... · · · · · · · · 6-7 pm

Athletic Notes
A. 1985 Fall Season Captains
I. Ellen Kelliher (Norwood) and Pam
Kelly (Hingham) were named co-:captions for women's field hockey.
2. Christine Thomson (Attleboro) and
Susan long (Cambridge) were named cocaptains for women's volleybaU.
3. Chris .Ortolano (Milford) is captain of
the football team.
4. John McGuinness (Lynn) is captain of
the soccer team.
5. Sue Dalrymple (Cohasset) and Linda
Swenson (N. Attleboro) were selected as
co-captains for women's tennis.
B. Additional Information This Week

1. BSC's men's soccer coach, Brian
Maxfield not only recruits in· certain
areas, but in certain families. In
part~c\llar, the ·Terrio~ ~.f. ·.South.:
Yarmouth, MA: To go afong with senior.
fullback Chris. this .year he added
sophomore transfer J4:'.ff and f~esJ:iman
Dave.
··
2. BSC's women's tennis coach Linda
Smith may have a fairly common last
name but her new husband is by no
means common. He ·is Geoff Smith,
winner of the past two Boston
Marathons. Both met· while starring in
their. respective sports at Providence
College.
.3. In it's first year of competition,. the
women's soccer club got off on the· right
foot,· so to speak, as they defeated Salve
Regina (2-1) in it's season opener.
4 .. With the departure of ECAC "Player
of the Year" ·Cathy Baker, Bridgewater
State's women's basketball coach Bo
Ruggerio is hoping freshmen .·recruit ·
Annette Casali (Plymouth, MA),. Amy
Buy (Southwick), :and L)'nn Malkasian
(Oxford, MA) can take up the slack.·

Reserved Time:
Varsity Sports (Volleyball, Basketball) .............. ..... - . . . . . . 3-8 pm
Intramural Programs (Volleyball, Floor Hockey) ............. .......... .
.............. .............. ............ Monday /Thursday 8:30-1 l pm
. ............. ............. ............. ............ Sunday 7-ll pm
Varsity Volleyball (Home Matches) ............. ............. ......... .
October 3 (7 pm), October 7 (6:30 pm), October 9 (7 pm), October 14 (2 pm),
October (7 pm).

SMALL GYM
Open Time:
Monday ............. ............. ........... 8-Il am, 12-1 pm, 3-8 pm
Tuesday/Thurs day ............. ........ 8-9:J5 am, 11 am-12 P1!1: .3:~,,pm
Wednesday ............. ............. ....... 8-9 am, 10-11 am, f2:...1· pm.,
Friday ............. ............. .... 8-9 am, 10-11 am, 12-1 pm, 2-8 pm~"'
Reserved Time:
Aerobics ............. ............. .... Monday-Thurs day 8:30"'9:30
--Intramural Programs (Volleyball, Floor Hockey) .............. .. · · · · · ~
~ .. " .... ~. ~ .............. .......••.... .. Monday-Thurs day 8:30-11
............. ............. ............. ............. Sunday 7-11
Varsity Sports (Wrestling, Basketball) ............. ........... · · · 3-8

Reserved Time:
Varsity Sports . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . To be announced

· h t .T ra1n1ng
· · Class ............• ............. .... · To be announced
We1g

FREE WEIGHT ROOM
(Opens in October)
Open Time
First Quarter Hours .... ~ .............. ........ ~ . . . . . . To be announced
Reserved Time
Varsity Sports .............. ~ ...... ~ ........... ; ... "~ . To be announced
Weight Training Class .........•.... ... ~ ............. To be announced

By
Mike' Jankowski
C"

--

-~
Wiii Meet/n Front 01 The Hill Dorms·
For Prac·ttce

Old And New Members Please Show Up At3:30.
PROMPT

GE·T READY.SSC,
HOME GAME NEXT WEEKI!

pm. , ,
···
pm
pm
pm

UNIVERSAL WEIGHT ROOM
Open Time:
Monday/Thurs day .•.•..... : .............. .............. .. 9 am-10 pm
Friday ............. .•....•...... ............. ............ 9 am-8 pm
Sunday ............. ............. ............. • ... · · · · · · · · · 6-10 pm

Blow ing away
~

pm
pm
pm
pm

Last.weekend the Patriots felt what it's
like to get "blown away." The emerging
Chicago Bears just wouldn't let the
· Patriots in their territory (except a lucky
pass to Craig James). Offensively the
Patrfots were pitiful, but defensively
there were a few bright spots.
Offensively, Tony Eason is really
starting to upset me (I'm surprised my
T.V. is still in one piece). He's always
look~ng around to.see if he's going to get
sacked instead of IOoking for his
,receivers. Right now I'd be getting
';Grogan' warmed: .• u~, · because -he is
definitely a tougher quarterba<:k than tbe
one starting now.

~lues
On the otherside of the line; there's the

Patriots defense. This unit .·of players

really put~ a scare into their opponents
eyes. To be more specific, the "Dynamic
Duo", consisting· of Andree Tippett and
the·.· rejuvenated Don ·Blackmon. ·This
defense is one Of the best in the league,
but·· without a half~ecent offense the
. team will end 'up. around the .500 level.
Another .brights pot is punter Rich
·camarillo: who is consistently doing his
job (11 punts 46.7 yar<ls, 75 lg).
So now the Patriots take on the lowly
Buffalo Bi_II.s,. which is ·~1ucky" for them.
They should destroy thls team, because if
they don't then this is going to be another
. one of, those seasons.
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Fly with the finest.
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman,
sophomore or junior, you could qualify for
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Program and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation. All training is conducted

during the summer. There are no on-campus
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
the school year.
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Commissioning Program and attend training
after graduation.

This is an excellent opportunity to prove yourself amongst the best and start off
making from $17,000 to $23,000
a year: See if you measure up.
Check out the Marine Corps Offi- l/Je~~
cer Commissioning Programs.

To look into our aviation guarantees, as well as our ground officer and law programs, see Captain
John Bryant in front of the bookstore Monday through Thursday, September 30 through October 3rd,
or call collect

(617) 451-3012
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Look for The Beat magazine available free,
biweekly in the Rat

Rathskeller Hours:
Monday & Tuesday ................ 4 P.M. to 7 P.M.
Wednesday & Thursday ........ 4 P.M. to 12 midnight
Friday ................. ..... ~ .... 4 P.M. to 1 A.M.
Saturday ................. ........ 8 P.M. to 1 A.M.

Club Soda
Three of Boston :S- favorite comedians performing live
Wednesday, September 25th, 1985 - 8:30 P.M.

Miami Vice Night
Come. dressed up to watch the season premiere and listen to tunes from the show
Friday, September 27th, 1985 - 9:00 f'.M.

WBIM Nights
First in a series of nights .with WBIM disc jockeys playing new music
Thursday, September- 26th, 1985 - 8:30 P.M.
·

Dart Tournament

Details and applications on-singles and doubles tournament available in the Rat
on Thursday, September 26th, 1985

--;.;•:

Simulated Concerts
'Look for upcoming details on simulated concerts featuring videos anfl music
of the Police and U2
·

The above events are sponsored by the Student Union Program Committee,
WBIM and the· Rathskeller

